
We, as human being spends 1/3 of our life sleeping. By

providing proper sleep aid for the community and our

next generations - they will build a better tomorrow.

WOWS mission is to educate and inspire healthy sleep,

by providing top quality innovation in the sleep

industry, yet fairly priced sleep products that are

easy to get ,provides comfort for a healthy living

and by giving back to the community. 
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We are not just any mattress brand you come across

in the market; we are the makers. Every product is

developed from scratch; we produce, stitch,

assemble, pack and deliver to your door step fresh

from our factory to provide a stress-free

experience when purchasing your dream mattress. We

value our customers first, by being a product of

desire and not by choice. Th
e 
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With more than 50 years of experience in providing the

right comfort to the furniture industry, we gathered

crucial details from over thousands of foam grades to

achieve the best quality and consistency our body

desire for the best sleeping experience. Our priority

will always be the quality we invest into sustainability

solutions in the equipments and materials used for our

products. Hi
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Introduction

Sleep Well,
Dream 

Big 



WOWS GOALS TO 
BUILDING IMPACT

Goal 1:

Goal 3:

Goal 2:

With the help of our partners and supporters, we've been

able to make a big impact on youth and adults in certain

regions of Vietnam, where resources are limited but the

need for better sleep to improve their sleeping quality

and health as they aged. Through better sleep, our next

generations become stronger individuals, they will build

a better communities and a more positive future!

You can help make an impact too by purchasing our WOWS

mattresses to donate to charitable organizations to

improve their sleeping patterns. Not only you will be

getting a good night sleep after using our products, but

you can rest assure that you will also be giving another

person a good night sleep 😴

A better tomorrow starts with a better sleep today!  

We've heard many stories from those who have given and

received our sleeping products about the positive impact

it had on them. We love giving back to the community to

distribute "Better Sleep". This is why we designed "WOWS

Buy One To Provide One With Better Sleep" so that anyone

could be part of the distribution. For every single

mattresses we've sold, we will be donating it back to the

community through charitable organization.



Our Past Projects

Long Tho Pagoda 
 (Hue, Vietnam)

Hy Vong Nguyet Bieu
Orphanage (Hue,

Vietnam)

Tra Lanh Boarding
House (Quang Ngai,

Vietnam)

Go Vap Hospital
(HCM, Vietnam)

Cu Chi Field Hospital
(Binh Duong,

Vietnam)


